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New analytical software could help water com
most at risk

of sewer flooding and reduce la Colin Shearer

browning in data
More than

10,000 of the new
homes the government is

planning to build are at high risk of

flooding . Insurance companies
are warning that bouses

in high-risk areas are in

danger of becoming uninsurable . The need to

predict areas
of flooding risk accurately is

becoming increasingly important and

technology may provide the answer .

The Environment Agency says that about
five million people in two million properties
live in flood risk areas in England and Wales .

While our sewer systems can cope with
dayto-day flows

, exceptional weather can
overwhelm them and cause flooding .

Four years ago ,

a report from water
regulator Ofwat warned that capital expenditure by
water companies in England and Wales was
700 million less than expected . The low level
of investment is such that sewers have been a

particular cause for concern
, especially with

the populations of towns growing and services
coming under increasing pressure . As a result

,

water companies need to reduce the number of

incidents that can lead to flooding .

Yorkshire Water was in just this position .

It wanted to be able to predict the likelihood
of

a flood easily and rapidly . Analysis of the
company' s data revealed that applying
statistical analysis and trending techniques would
produce more accurate prediction models .

This approach is
.l' own as predictive

analytics: connecting data to effective action by
drawing reliable conclusions about current
conditions and future events

.
It allows water

companies to identify flood risk areas and
pinpoint the locations that require the most
immediate action . The immediate benefits are
improved cost savings and customer service

,

but
p

edictive analytics can also be a useful
tool to determine wider issues

,

such as where
the government should be proposing to

develop
new housing areas .

Another problem that water companies
face

is the increasing number of individuals
who sue them

. One significant development
was a legal case taken by an owner-occupier
against Thames Water

in 2002 . The claimant
,

Peter Marcic
, argued that the water company

had breached the Human Rights Act by taking
no steps to prevent flooding of his home by
sewage ,

and was the'refore suffering a

nuisance . The problem was occurring due to an

inadequate sewer
in his locality . The

judgement was that Thames Water had infringed
Marcic' s human rights and his claim for
damages was just , although Thames Water won on
appeàl against the decision in 2003

.

Even so
,

MPs have called for more money
for victims

of sewer flooding and
a campaig

to educate the public and businesses about the
risks of drain blocking . The Guaranteed
Standards Scheme requires water companies
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Your Ioss: houles in high-risk areas of flooding are in danger of becoming uninsurable

to compensate customers for service failures
by refunding part or all of their water bill . The
Commons Public Accounts committee said

in

its report Out
of Sight-Not Out

of

Mind that
this was a reasonable basis for service failures
like low water pressure ,

but it was inadequate
for the cost and inconvenience

of sewer
flooding . There was also a call for Ofwat

to secure
greater consistency in recording the number

of

properties at risk
of sewer flooding .

With this increasing risk
,

it has become
vital for water companies to be able

to predict
areas of flooding . SPSS predictive analytics
software was integrated into

a customised
Yorkshire Water application that is able

to

look at the 24,000 Ordnance Survey quadrants
in Yorkshire and rank them on a

week-byweek basis according to their risk
of flooding .

Before using the SPSS model
,

Yorkshire Water
compiled spreadsheets and manually

analysed the data to determine areas of key
DG5 " other causes " incidents

(a register held
by water companies of properties at risk of

sewage-related flooding problems )

. This took
à long time and could not cope with many data
feeds-often the data input was from a

flooding incident that had already occurred-so it

was less accurate . Now the process is focused
much more on proactive maintenance rather
than reactive reporting .

s predict those areas

According to David Oldknow
,

DG5
project co-ordinator at Yorkshire Water :

" The
main return on the investment was

to move
away from the old and cumbersome method

of

reactive maintenance to

a proactive method
of

maintenance
, thereby reducing incidents of

other causes
of flooding and improving

customer service and satisfaction
. Improved

proactive blockage detection rates can be
clearly seen by using the models . The increase
in blockages detected has improved by 25-30
per cent."

Yorkshire Water s target was to proactively
detect 480 blockages between April and
November 2004 . The number detected was
actually 613 . This has reduced potential
flooding

incidents and improved customer service .

Further savings arose because available
resources could be used more cost-effectively .

Blockage clearance works can be planned over
a longer period ,

for example , allowing the
jetting contractor to optimise his work .

Yorkshire Water
is no , looking to extend

the use of predictive analytics to other parts of

the business . Potential areas include pollution
and pumping stations . This would allow the
company to predict disasters before they
happened and take action before

it is too late
.
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